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Yealink SIP IP Phones V43 Firmware  

Change Log 

1 Introduction 

1. Firmware Version: V43 

2. Product Name: SIP-T28P/T26P/T22P/T12/T80 

3. Release Date: December 25, 2009 

2 New Features 

1. Supported to upload logo via auto provision（SIP-T28P/T26P/T22P/T12/T80） 

2. Enabled to export traces via web management 

3. Supported to Restart the phone by long pressing “X” key for 5 seconds (as well as the 

“TRANSFER” key for SIP-T80/T12) 

4. Enabled to dial via web interface 

5. Enlarged the local storage space of Syslog from 200k to 500k 

6. Enabled to go to voicemail box & remote phonebook quickly ( no matter whether there’s 

new voice mail, press message button will dial out the voicemail number) 

7. Enabled to use American time format 

8. Enabled to flash the power indicator when there’s a coming call (also rely on hardware 

modification) 

9. Added a “Silence” softkey that can make the speaker mute when you have a incoming call 

ringing 

10. Enabled to turn the ringtone to silence and give indication on LCD. 

11. Enabled to auto configure daylight saving time based on the time zone 

12. Enabled to give indication on LCD if the phone is TLS+SRTP enabled 

13. Enabled to send feature codes when Forward/DND is enabled 
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14. Added a new feature Auto Redial 

15. Supported BLA Draft 

16. Supported multiple phone numbers in remote phone book 

17. Enabled to set AES Keys for provision in LCD menu 

18. Enabled to save new contact from call history list 

3. Bug Fixes 

1. Optimized the behavior of transfer 

2. Enhanced call waiting feature (explanation: you could accept other incoming calls when you 

are dialing out) 

3. Fixed the bug that the auto answer tone/some other tones will play in speaker even the 

phone is set to use headset 

4. Fixed the bug that Redial tone (Secondary dial tone) cannot be used in Transfer and 

Conference. 

5. Fixed the bug that Call Park cannot work well when it is used in DSS key (SIP-T28P/T26P) 

6. Disabled Telnet access as default.  

7. Fixed the bug that some characters may not be well displayed on LCD 

8. Fixed the bug that cannot dial out when setting DSS key as Redial 

9. Enabled to dial call number as: Number@Server 

10. Fixed the invalid account/password issue while auto provision via HTTPS 

11. Fixed the bug that while transfer to the wrong or inexistent number, no hint was given. 

12. Fixed the bug that SIP-T12 cannot upload logo  


